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ASTROLOGY



Astrology is already a part of everyone’s life, no matter if you believe it or not.

We all have our moment of birth and it defines our natal chart and everything

that might come with it. The mention of the zodiac and astrology sparks interest

in many people and represents an interesting conversation piece in many

situations. It is a topic more often discussed than some of you would like to

admit, becoming a subject impossible to run from even if you try. Everybody

knows their Sun sign and its general traits, linking it with ease to their

personality, the way they live their lives and what they search for in the field of

their career, relationships or other areas of life.



MAYAN ASTROLOGY



Mayan astrology is one of the independent ancient astrology branches, based on

the Mayan calendar also called Tzolkin. Determined by the intangible evolution of

creation and cosmos’ energy, this calendar has thirteen Galactic numbers and

twenty day signs – solar tribes. The calendar has 260 days and astrological

interpretations are based on their belief that we have to be aligned with the

universal energy in order to obtain harmony and peace in our lives.



CHINESE ASTROLOGY



Chinese astrology is a special approach that has been developing independently of other

astrology directions in time. It is considered invented by the Han Dynasty because their rule

brought it to light and made its development possible. On the other hand, it is considered

one of the oldest astrology approaches in the world. In Chinese astrology, there are twelve

signs that are symbols for particular years, and those are – Tiger, Horse, Dog, Monkey, Pig,

Sheep, Ox, Rooster, Snake, Dragon, Rabbit and Rat. Just like the elements in Western

astrology define characteristics of the signs, Chinese approach speaks of five elements –

metal, earth, fire, wood and water. The main atmosphere is presented by the year of

someone’s birth and each animal has its own set of traits.



ARIES ZODIAC SIGN



That temperamental trait of individuals born with the Sun in the element of Fire is

best seen in a young Aries. They are dynamic and full of energy, often forgetting to

slow down, look into the past for some answers and learn from their experiences.

Filled with enthusiasm and childish, an Aries is a true leader that will be able to

spark your inner fire in no time. When active enough and focused on ways to focus

their energy on their true goals, these people are representatives of Fire in its

purest and controlled form.



TAURUS ZODIAC SIGN

Among the Earth signs, Taurus is the most stable because of its fixed quality. This

can make individuals born with the Sun in it quite rigid, stubborn and unmovable,

quite irritating to those marked by the element of Air. These individuals are wise,

nurturing and reliable, with a mission to find physical satisfaction in this lifetime.

They build a solid foundation for each relationship they commit to and won’t settle

for any sort of material insecurity or fear. They need a strong basis to have some

fun and enjoy their deeply calm and emotional nature. Seemingly clingy and tied

up, they can be perfect companions in the long run.



GEMINI ZODIAC SIGN

The sign of Gemini is a mutable sign belonging to the element of Air. This makes it

the least stable of all signs of the zodiac and people born with the Sun in Gemini can

be hard to follow. They are always looking for something new and exciting, never

having enough incredible experiences that will satisfy their craving for information

and socializing. Their life seems like a search for something or someone to complete

them and excite them enough so they can find peace. They need room to explore

and show their intellectual and verbal magnificence daily.



LEO ZODIAC SIGN

Just like a middle child among the Fire signs, Leo craves to be the center of

attention to everyone around. Belonging to the sign of fixed quality, they represent

the personality that is proud and constant, with little room for change. This can

make Leo representatives a tad difficult, for they have deep seeded, passionate

respect for who they are and are often unaware of the requests of society and other

people. Ruled by the Sun, Leo is passion and creativity in its most stable

unchangeable form, giving balance to the Universe as we know it.
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